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Preface to the Second Edition

I never thought that the first edition of this book would sell so long. But now, after twelve years, it’s time for a new edition that covers C++11, the new C++ standard.

Note that this means more than simply adding new libraries. C++ has changed. Almost all typical applications of parts of the library look a bit different now. This is not the result of a huge language change. It’s the result of many minor changes, such as using rvalue references and move semantics, range-based for loops, auto, and new template features. Thus, besides presenting new libraries and supplementary features of existing libraries, almost all of the examples in this book were rewritten at least partially. Nevertheless, to support programmers who still use “old” C++ environments, this book will describe differences between C++ versions whenever they appear.

I learned C++11 the hard way. Because I didn’t follow the standardization as it was happening I started to look at C++11 about two years ago. I really had trouble understanding it. But the people on the standardization committee helped me to describe and present the new features as they are intended to be used now.

Note, finally, that this book now has a problem: Although the book’s size grew from about 800 to more than 1,100 pages, I still can’t present the C++ standard library as a whole. The library part of the new C++11 standard alone now has about 750 pages, written in very condensed form without much explanation. For this reason, I had to decide which features to describe and in how much detail. Again, many people in the C++ community helped me to make this decision. The intent was to concentrate on what the average application programmer needs. For some missing parts, I provide a supplementary chapter on the Web site of this book, http://www.cppstdlib.com, but you still will find details not mentioned here in the standard.

The art of teaching is not the art of presenting everything. It’s the art of separating the wheat from the chaff so that you get the most out of it. May the exercise succeed.
This book presents ideas, concepts, solutions, and examples from many sources. Over the past several years, the C++ community introduced many ideas, concepts, proposals, and enhancements to C++ that became part of C++11. Thus, again I’d like to thank all the people who helped and supported me while preparing this new edition.

First, I’d like to thank everyone in the C++ community and on the C++ standardization committee. Besides all the work to add new language and library features, they had a hard time explaining everything to me, but they did so with patience and enthusiasm.

Scott Meyers and Anthony Williams allowed me to use their teaching material and book manuscripts so that I could find many useful examples not yet publicly available.

I’d also like to thank everyone who reviewed this book and gave valuable feedback and clarifications: Dave Abrahams, Alberto Ganesh Barbati, Pete Becker, Thomas Becker, Hans Boehm, Walter E. Brown, Paolo Carlini, Lawrence Crowl, Beman Dawes, Doug Gregor, David Grigsby, Pablo Halpern, Howard Hinnant, John Lakos, Bronek Kozicki, Dietmar Kühl, Daniel Krügler, Mat Marcus, Jens Maurer, Alisdair Meredith, Bartosz Milewski, P. J. Plauger, Tobias Schüle, Peter Sommerlad, Jonathan Wakely, and Anthony Williams.

There is one person who did an especially outstanding job. Whenever I had a question, Daniel Krügler answered almost immediately with incredible accurateness and knowledge. Everyone in the standardization process know that he treats everybody this way. Without him, both the C++ standard and this book would not have the quality they have now.

Many thanks to my editor Peter Gordon, Kim Boedigheimer, John Fuller, and Anna Popick from Addison-Wesley. Besides their support, they found the right balance between patience and pressure. The copy editor Evelyn Pyle and the proofreader Diane Freed did an incredible job translating my German English into American English. In addition, thanks to Frank Mittelbach for solving my LATEX issues.

Last but not least, all my thanks go to Jutta Eckstein. Jutta has the wonderful ability to force and support people in their ideals, ideas, and goals. While most people experience this only when working with her, I have the honor to benefit in my day-to-day life.
Preface to the First Edition

In the beginning, I only planned to write a small German book (400 pages or so) about the C++ standard library. That was in 1993. Now, in 1999 you see the result — a book in English with more than 800 pages of facts, figures, and examples. My goal is to describe the C++ standard library so that all (or almost all) your programming questions are answered before you think of the question. Note, however, that this is not a complete description of all aspects of the C++ standard library. Instead, I present the most important topics necessary for learning and programming in C++ by using its standard library.

Each topic is described based on the general concepts; this discussion then leads to the specific details needed to support everyday programming tasks. Specific code examples are provided to help you understand the concepts and the details.

That’s it — in a nutshell. I hope you get as much pleasure from reading this book as I did from writing it. Enjoy!
Acknowledgments for the First Edition

This book presents ideas, concepts, solutions, and examples from many sources. In a way it does not seem fair that my name is the only name on the cover. Thus, I’d like to thank all the people and companies who helped and supported me during the past few years.

First, I’d like to thank Dietmar Kühl. Dietmar is an expert on C++, especially on input/output streams and internationalization (he implemented an I/O stream library just for fun). He not only translated major parts of this book from German to English, he also wrote sections of this book using his expertise. In addition, he provided me with invaluable feedback over the years.

Second, I’d like to thank all the reviewers and everyone else who gave me their opinion. These people endow the book with a quality it would never have had without their input. (Because the list is extensive, please forgive me for any oversight.) The reviewers for the English version of this book included Chuck Allison, Greg Comeau, James A. Crottinger, Gabriel Dos Reis, Alan Ezust, Nathan Myers, Werner Mossner, Todd Veldhuizen, Chichiang Wan, Judy Ward, and Thomas Wickhult. The German reviewers included Ralf Boecker, Dirk Herrmann, Dietmar Kühl, Edda Lörke, Herbert Scheubner, Dominik Strasser, and Martin Weitzel. Additional input was provided by Matt Austern, Valentin Bonnard, Greg Colvin, Beman Dawes, Bill Gibbons, Lois Goldthwaite, Andrew Koenig, Steve Rumsby, Bjarne Stroustrup, and David Vandevoorde.

Special thanks to Dave Abrahams, Janet Cocker, Catherine Ohala, and Maureen Willard who reviewed and edited the whole book very carefully. Their feedback was an incredible contribution to the quality of this book.

A special thanks goes to my “personal living dictionary” — Herb Sutter — the author of the famous “Guru of the Week” (a regular series of C++ programming problems that is published on the comp.lang.c++.moderated Internet newsgroup).

I’d also like to thank all the people and companies who gave me the opportunity to test my examples on different platforms with different compilers. Many thanks to Steve Adamczyk, Mike Anderson, and John Spicer from EDG for their great compiler and their support. It was a big help during the standardization process and the writing of this book. Many thanks to P. J. Plauger and Dinkumware, Ltd, for their early standard-conforming implementation of the C++ standard library. Many thanks to Andreas Hommel and Metrowerks for an evaluative version of their CodeWarrior Programming Environment. Many thanks to all the developers of the free GNU and egcs compilers. Many thanks to Microsoft for an evaluative version of Visual C++. Many thanks to Roland Hartinger.
from Siemens Nixdorf Informations Systems AG for a test version of their C++ compiler. Many thanks to Topjects GmbH for an evaluative version of the ObjectSpace library implementation.

Many thanks to everyone from Addison Wesley Longman who worked with me. Among others this includes Janet Cocker, Mike Hendrickson, Debbie Lafferty, Marina Lang, Chanda Leary, Catherine Ohala, Marty Rabinowitz, Susanne Spitzer, and Maureen Willard. It was fun.

In addition, I’d like to thank the people at BREDEX GmbH and all the people in the C++ community, particularly those involved with the standardization process, for their support and patience (sometimes I ask really silly questions).

Last but not least, many thanks and kisses for my family: Ulli, Lucas, Anica, and Frederic. I definitely did not have enough time for them due to the writing of this book.

Have fun and be human!
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5.6 Compile-Time Fractional Arithmetic with Class ratio<>

Since C++11, the C++ standard library provides an interface to specify compile-time fractions and to perform compile-time arithmetic with them. To quote [N2661:Chrono] (with minor modifications):\(^{26}\)

> The ratio utility is a general purpose utility inspired by Walter E. Brown allowing one to easily and safely compute rational values at compile time. The ratio class catches all errors (such as divide by zero and overflow) at compile time. It is used in the duration and time_point libraries [see Section 5.7, page 143] to efficiently create units of time. It can also be used in other “quantity” libraries (both standard-defined and user-defined), or anywhere there is a rational constant which is known at compile time. The use of this utility can greatly reduce the chances of runtime overflow because a ratio and any ratios resulting from ratio arithmetic are always reduced to lowest terms.

The ratio utility is provided in <ratio>, with class ratio<> defined as follows:

```cpp
class ratio {
  public:
    typedef ratio<num, den> type;
    static constexpr intmax_t num;
    static constexpr intmax_t den;
}
```

intmax_t designates a signed integer type capable of representing any value of any signed integer type. It is defined in <cstdint> or <stdint.h> with at least 64 bits. Numerator and denominator are both public and are automatically reduced to the lowest terms. For example:

```
// util/ratio1.cpp
#include <ratio>
#include <iostream>
using namespace std;

int main()
{
    typedef ratio<5,3> FiveThirds;
    cout << FiveThirds::num << "/" << FiveThirds::den << endl;
}
```

\(^{26}\) Thanks to Walter E. Brown, Howard Hinnant, Jeff Garland, and Marc Paterno for their friendly permission to quote [N2661:Chrono] here and in the following section covering the chrono library.
typedef ratio<25,15> AlsoFiveThirds;
cout << AlsoFiveThirds::num << "/" << AlsoFiveThirds::den << endl;

type<42,42> one;
cout << one.num << "/" << one.den << endl;

type<0> zero;
cout << zero.num << "/" << zero.den << endl;

type<7,-3> Neg;
cout << Neg::num << "/" << Neg::den << endl;
}

The program has the following output:
5/3
5/3
1/1
0/1
-7/3

Table 5.19 lists the compile-time operations defined for ratio types. The four basic arithmetic compile-time operations +, -, *, and / are defined as ratio_add, ratio_subtract, ratio_multiply, and ratio_divide. The resulting type is a ratio<>, so the static member type yields the corresponding type. For example, the following expression yields std::ratio<13,21> (computed as $\frac{6}{21} + \frac{7}{21}$):

\[
\text{std::ratio_add<std::ratio<2,7>,std::ratio<2,6>>::type}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ratio_add</td>
<td>Reduced sum of ratios</td>
<td>ratio&lt;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratio_subtract</td>
<td>Reduced difference of ratios</td>
<td>ratio&lt;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratio_multiply</td>
<td>Reduced product of ratios</td>
<td>ratio&lt;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratio_divide</td>
<td>Reduced quotient of ratios</td>
<td>ratio&lt;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratio_equal</td>
<td>Checks for ==</td>
<td>true_type or false_type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratio_not_equal</td>
<td>Checks for !=</td>
<td>true_type or false_type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratio_less</td>
<td>Checks for &lt;</td>
<td>true_type or false_type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratio_less_equal</td>
<td>Checks for &lt;=</td>
<td>true_type or false_type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratio_greater</td>
<td>Checks for &gt;</td>
<td>true_type or false_type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratio_greater_equal</td>
<td>Checks for &gt;=</td>
<td>true_type or false_type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 5.19. Operations of ratio<> Types*
In addition, you can compare two ratio types with ratio_equal, ratio_not_equal, ratio_less, ratio_less_equal, ratio_greater, or ratio_greater_equal. As with type traits, the resulting type is derived from true_type or false_type (see Section 5.4.2, page 125), so its member value yields true or false:

\[
\text{ratio_equal}(<\text{ratio}<5,3>,\text{ratio}<25,15>):\text{value} \quad //\text{yields true}
\]

As written, class ratio catches all errors, such as divide by zero and overflow, at compile time. For example,

\[
\text{ratio_multiply}<\text{ratio}<1,\text{numeric_limits<long long>::max()}>,,\text{ratio}<1,2>:\text{type}
\]

won’t compile, because \(\frac{1}{\text{max}}\) times \(\frac{1}{2}\) results in an overflow, with the resulting value of the denominator exceeding the limit of its type.

Similarly, the following expression won’t compile, because this is a division by zero:

\[
\text{ratio_divide}<\text{fiveThirds},\text{zero}:\text{type}
\]

Note, however, that the following expression will compile because the invalid value is detected when member type, num, or den are evaluated:

\[
\text{ratio_divide}<\text{fiveThirds},\text{zero}>
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| yocto   | \(1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000\)
| zepto   | \(1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000\) (optional) |
| atto    | \(1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000\) (optional) |
| femto   | \(1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000\) |
| pico    | \(1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000\) |
| nano    | \(1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000\) |
| micro   | \(1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000\) |
| milli   | \(1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000\) |
| centi   | \(1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000\) |
| deci    | \(1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000\) |
| deca    | \(1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000\) |
| hecto   | \(1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000\) |
| kilo    | \(1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000\) |
| mega    | \(1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000\) |
| giga    | \(1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000\) |
| tera    | \(1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000\) |
| peta    | \(1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000\) |
| exa     | \(1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000\) |
| zetta   | \(1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000\) (optional) |
| yotta   | \(1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000\) (optional) |

Table 5.20. Predefined ratio Units
Predefined ratios make it more convenient to specify large or very small numbers (see Table 5.20). They allow you to specify large numbers without the inconvenient and error-prone listing of zeros. For example,

```
std::nano
```

is equivalent to

```
std::ratio<1,1000000000LL>
```

which makes it more convenient to specify, for example, nanoseconds (see Section 5.7.2, page 145). The units marked as “optional” are defined only if they are representable by `intmax_t`.

## 5.7 Clocks and Timers

One of the most obvious libraries a programming language should have is one to deal with date and time. However, experience shows that such a library is harder to design than it sounds. The problem is the amount of flexibility and precision the library should provide. In fact, in the past, the interfaces to system time provided by C and POSIX switched from seconds to milliseconds, then to microseconds, and finally to nanoseconds. The problem was that for each switch, a new interface was provided. For this reason, a precision-neutral library was proposed for C++11. This library is usually called the `chrono library` because its features are defined in `<chrono>`.

In addition, the C++ standard library provides the basic C and POSIX interfaces to deal with calendar time. Finally, you can use the thread library, provided since C++11, to wait for a thread or the program (the main thread) for a period of time.

### 5.7.1 Overview of the Chrono Library

The chrono library was designed to be able to deal with the fact that timers and clocks might be different on different systems and improve over time in precision. To avoid having to introduce a new time type every 10 years or so — as happened with the POSIX time libraries, for example — the goal was to provide a precision-neutral concept by separating duration and point of time (“timepoint”) from specific clocks. As a result, the core of the chrono library consists of the following types or concepts, which serve as abstract mechanisms to specify and deal with points in and durations of time:

- A **duration** of time is defined as a specific number of ticks over a time unit. One example is a duration such as “3 minutes” (3 ticks of a “minute”). Other examples are “42 milliseconds” or “86,400 seconds,” which represents the duration of 1 day. This concept also allows specifying something like “1.5 times a third of a second,” where 1.5 is the number of ticks and “a third of a second” the time unit used.

- A **timepoint** is defined as combination of a duration and a beginning of time (the so-called **epoch**). A typical example is a timepoint that represents “New Year’s Midnight 2000,” which is described as “1,262,300,400 seconds since January 1, 1970” (this day is the epoch of the system clock of UNIX and POSIX systems).
The concept of a timepoint, however, is parametrized by a clock, which is the object that defines the epoch of a timepoint. Thus, different clocks have different epochs. In general, operations dealing with multiple timepoints, such as processing the duration/difference between two timepoints, require using the same epoch/clock. A clock also provides a convenience function to yield the timepoint of now.

In other words, timepoint is defined as a duration before or after an epoch, which is defined by a clock (see Figure 5.4).

![Figure 5.4. Epoch, Durations, and Timepoints](image)

For more details about the motivation and design of these classes, see [N2661:Chrono]. Let’s look into these types and concepts in detail.

Note that all identifiers of the chrono library are defined in namespace std::chrono.

### 5.7.2 Durations

A duration is a combination of a value representing the number of ticks and a fraction representing the unit in seconds. Class ratio is used to specify the fraction (see Section 5.6, page 140). For example:

```cpp
std::chrono::duration<int> twentySeconds(20);
std::chrono::duration<double, std::ratio<60>> halfAMinute(0.5);
std::chrono::duration<long, std::ratio<1,1000>> oneMillisecond(1);
```

Here, the first template argument defines the type of the ticks, and the optional second template argument defines the unit type in seconds. Thus, the first line uses seconds as unit type, the second line uses minutes (“60 seconds”), and the third line uses milliseconds (“1/1000 of a second”).

For more convenience, the C++ standard library provides the following type definitions:

---

27 I use some quotes of [N2661:Chrono] in this book with friendly permission by the authors.
namespace std {
    namespace chrono {
        typedef duration<signed int-type == 64 bits, nano> nanoseconds;
        typedef duration<signed int-type == 55 bits, micro> microseconds;
        typedef duration<signed int-type == 45 bits, milli> milliseconds;
        typedef duration<signed int-type == 35 bits> seconds;
        typedef duration<signed int-type == 29 bits, ratio<60>> minutes;
        typedef duration<signed int-type == 23 bits, ratio<3600>> hours;
    }
}

With them, you can easily specify typical time periods:

```cpp
std::chrono::seconds twentySeconds(20);
std::chrono::hours aDay(24);
std::chrono::milliseconds oneMillisecond(1);
```

### Arithmetic Duration Operations

You can compute with durations in the expected way (see Table 5.21):

- You can process the sum, difference, product, or quotient of two durations.
- You can add or subtract ticks or other durations.
- You can compare two durations.

The important point here is that the unit type of two durations involved in such an operation might be different. Due to a provided overloading of `common_type<>` (see Section 5.4.1, page 124) for durations, the resulting duration will have a unit that is the greatest common divisor of the units of both operands.

For example, after

```cpp
chrono::seconds d1(42);  // 42 seconds
chrono::milliseconds d2(10);  // 10 milliseconds
```

the expression

```cpp
d1 - d2
```

yields a duration of 41,990 ticks of unit type milliseconds (\(\frac{1}{1000}\) seconds).

Or, more generally, after

```cpp
chrono::duration<int, ratio<1,3>> d1(1);  // 1 tick of 1/3 second
chrono::duration<int, ratio<1,5>> d2(1);  // 1 tick of 1/5 second
```

the expression

```cpp
d1 + d2
```

yields 8 ticks of \(\frac{1}{15}\) second and

```cpp
d1 < d2
```

yields `false`. In both cases, `d1` gets expanded to 5 ticks of \(\frac{1}{15}\) second, and `d2` gets expanded to 3 ticks of \(\frac{1}{15}\) second. So the sum of 3 and 5 is 8, and 5 is not less than 3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( d1 + d2 )</td>
<td>Process sum of durations ( d1 ) and ( d2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d1 - d2 )</td>
<td>Process difference of durations ( d1 ) and ( d2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d * val )</td>
<td>Return result of ( val ) times duration ( d )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( val * d )</td>
<td>Return result of ( val ) times duration ( d )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d / val )</td>
<td>Return of the duration ( d ) divided by value ( val )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d1 / d2 )</td>
<td>Compute factor between durations ( d1 ) and ( d2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d % val )</td>
<td>Result of duration ( d ) modulo value ( val )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d % d2 )</td>
<td>Result of duration ( d ) modulo the value of ( d2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d1 == d2 )</td>
<td>Return whether duration ( d1 ) is equal to duration ( d2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d1 != d2 )</td>
<td>Return whether duration ( d1 ) differs from duration ( d2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d1 &lt; d2 )</td>
<td>Return whether duration ( d1 ) is shorter than duration ( d2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d1 &lt;= d2 )</td>
<td>Return whether duration ( d1 ) is not longer than duration ( d2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d1 &gt; d2 )</td>
<td>Return whether duration ( d1 ) is longer than duration ( d2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d1 &lt;= d2 )</td>
<td>Return whether duration ( d1 ) is not shorter than duration ( d2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( ++d )</td>
<td>Increment duration ( d ) by 1 tick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d++ )</td>
<td>Increment duration ( d ) by 1 tick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( --d )</td>
<td>Decrement duration ( d ) by 1 tick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d-- )</td>
<td>Decrement duration ( d ) by 1 tick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d += d1 )</td>
<td>Extend the duration ( d ) by the duration ( d1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d -= d1 )</td>
<td>Shorten the duration ( d ) by the duration ( d1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d *= val )</td>
<td>Multiply the duration ( d ) by ( val )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d /= val )</td>
<td>Divide the duration ( d ) by ( val )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d %= val )</td>
<td>Process duration ( d ) modulo ( val )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d %= d2 )</td>
<td>Process duration ( d ) modulo the value of ( d2 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.21. Arithmetic Operations of durations

You can also convert durations into durations of different units, as long as there is an implicit type conversion. Thus, you can convert hours into seconds but not the other way around. For example:

```cpp
std::chrono::seconds twentySeconds(20); // 20 seconds
std::chrono::hours aDay(24); // 24 hours

std::chrono::milliseconds ms; // 0 milliseconds
ms += twentySeconds + aDay; // 86,400,000 milliseconds
--ms; // 86,399,999 milliseconds
ms *= 2; // 172,839,998 milliseconds
std::cout << ms.count() << " ms" << std::endl;
std::cout << std::chrono::nanoseconds(ms).count() << " ns" << std::endl;
```

These conversions result in the following output:

```
172839998 ms
172839998000000 ns
```
Other Duration Operations

In the preceding example, we use the member `count()` to yield the current number of ticks, which is one of the other operations provided for durations. Table 5.22 lists all operations, members, and types available for durations besides the arithmetic operations of Table 5.21. Note that the default constructor default-initializes (see Section 3.2.1, page 37) its value, which means that for fundamental representation types, the initial value is undefined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>duration d</code></td>
<td>Default constructor; creates duration (default-initialized)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>duration d(d2)</code></td>
<td>Copy constructor; copies duration ((d2) might have a different unit type)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>duration d(val)</code></td>
<td>Creates duration of (val) ticks of (ds) unit type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>d = d2</code></td>
<td>Assigns duration (d2) to (d) (implicit conversion possible)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>d.count()</code></td>
<td>Returns ticks of the duration (d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>duration_cast&lt;D&gt;(d)</code></td>
<td>Returns duration (d) explicitly converted into type (D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>duration::zero()</code></td>
<td>Yields duration of zero length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>duration::max()</code></td>
<td>Yields maximum possible duration of this type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>duration::min()</code></td>
<td>Yields minimum possible duration of this type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>duration::rep</code></td>
<td>Yields the type of the ticks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>duration::period</code></td>
<td>Yields the type of the unit type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.22. Other Operations and Types of durations

You can use these members to define a convenience function for the output operator \(\ll\) for durations:

```cpp
template<typename V, typename R>
ostream& operator<<(ostream& s, const std::chrono::duration<V,R>& d)
{
    s << "[" << d.count() << " of " << R::num << "/"
        << R::den << "]";
    return s;
}
```

Here, after printing the number of ticks with `count()`, we print the numerator and denominator of the unit type used, which is a ratio processed at compile time (see Section 5.6, page 140). For example,

```cpp
std::chrono::milliseconds d(42);
std::cout << d << std::endl;
```

will then print:

```
[42 of 1/1000]
```

---

28 Note that this output operator does not work where ADL (argument-dependent lookup) does not work (see Section 15.11.1, page 812, for details).
As we have seen, implicit conversions to a more precise unit type are always possible. However, conversions to a coarser unit type are not, because you might lose information. For example, when converting an integral value of 42,010 milliseconds into seconds, the resulting integral value, 42, means that the precision of having a duration of 10 milliseconds over 42 seconds gets lost. But you can still explicitly force such a conversion with a `duration_cast`. For example:

```cpp
std::chrono::seconds sec(55);
std::chrono::minutes m1 = sec; // ERROR
std::chrono::minutes m2 =
    std::chrono::duration_cast<std::chrono::minutes>(sec); // OK
```

As another example, converting a duration with a floating-point tick type also requires an explicit cast to convert it into an integral duration type:

```cpp
std::chrono::duration<double,std::ratio<60>> halfMin(0.5);
std::chrono::seconds s1 = halfMin; // ERROR
std::chrono::seconds s2 =
    std::chrono::duration_cast<std::chrono::seconds>(halfMin); // OK
```

A typical example is code that segments a duration into different units. For example, the following code segments a duration of milliseconds into the corresponding hours, minutes, seconds, and milliseconds (to output the first line starting with `raw:` we use the output operator just defined):

```cpp
using namespace std;
using namespace std::chrono;
milliseconds ms(7255042);
// split into hours, minutes, seconds, and milliseconds
hours hh = duration_cast<hours>(ms);
minutes mm = duration_cast<minutes>(ms % chrono::hours(1));
seconds ss = duration_cast<seconds>(ms % chrono::minutes(1));
milliseconds msec = duration_cast<milliseconds>(ms % chrono::seconds(1));
// and print durations and values:
cout << "raw: " << hh << ":" << mm << ":" << ss << ":" << msec << endl;
```

Here, the cast

```cpp
std::chrono::duration_cast<std::chrono::hours>(ms)
```

converts the milliseconds into hours, where the values are truncated, not rounded. Thanks to the modulo operator `%`, for which you can even pass a duration as second argument, you can easily
process the remaining milliseconds with `ms % std::chrono::hours(1)`, which is then converted into minutes. Thus, the output of this code will be as follows:

```
raw: [2 of 3600/1]: [0 of 60/1]: [55 of 1/1]: [42 of 1/1000]
02:00:55:042
```

Finally, class `duration` provides three static functions: `zero()`, which yields a duration of 0 seconds, as well as `min()` and `max()`, which yield the minimum and maximum value a duration can have.

### 5.7.3 Clocks and Timepoints

The relationships between timepoints and clocks are a bit tricky:

- A **clock** defines an epoch and a tick period. For example, a clock might tick in milliseconds since the UNIX epoch (January 1, 1970) or tick in nanoseconds since the start of the program. In addition, a clock provides a type for any timepoint specified according to this clock.

  The interface of a clock provides a function `now()` to yield an object for the current point in time.

- A **timepoint** represents a specific point in time by associating a positive or negative duration to a given clock. Thus, if the duration is “10 days” and the associated clock has the epoch of January 1, 1970, the timepoint represents January 11, 1970.

  The interface of a timepoint provides the ability to yield the epoch, minimum and maximum timepoints according to the clock, and timepoint arithmetic.

### Clocks

Table 5.23 lists the type definitions and static members required for each clock.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>clock::duration</code></td>
<td>Yields the duration type of the clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>clock::rep</code></td>
<td>Yields the type of the ticks (equivalent to <code>clock::duration::rep</code>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>clock::period</code></td>
<td>Yields the type of the unit type (equivalent to <code>clock::duration::period</code>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>clock::time_point</code></td>
<td>Yields the timepoint type of the clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>clock::is_steady</code></td>
<td>Yields true if the clock is steady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>clock::now()</code></td>
<td>Yields a <code>time_point</code> for the current point in time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 5.23. Operations and Types of Clocks*

The C++ standard library provides three clocks, which provide this interface:

1. The **`system_clock`** represents timepoints associated with the usual real-time clock of the current system. This clock also provides convenience functions `to_time_t()` and `from_time_t()`
1. To convert between any timepoint and the C system time type `time_t`, which means that you can convert into and from calendar times (see Section 5.7.4, page 158).

2. The **steady_clock** gives the guarantee that it never gets adjusted.\(^\text{29}\) Thus, timepoint values never decrease as the physical time advances, and they advance at a steady rate relative to real time.

3. The **high_resolution_clock** represents a clock with the shortest tick period possible on the current system.

Note that the standard does not provide requirements for the precision, the epoch, and the range (minimum and maximum timepoints) of these clocks. For example, your system clock might have the UNIX epoch (January 1, 1970) as epoch, but this is not guaranteed. If you require a specific epoch or care for timepoints that might not be covered by the clock, you have to use convenience functions to find it out.

For example, the following function prints the properties of a clock:

```cpp
#include <chrono>
#include <iostream>
#include <iomanip>

template <typename C>
void printClockData ()
{
    using namespace std;

    cout << "- precision: ";
    // if time unit is less or equal one millisecond
    typedef typename C::period P;  // type of time unit
    if (ratio_less_equal<P,milli>::value) {
        // convert to and print as milliseconds
        typedef typename ratio_multiply<P,kilo>::type TT;
        cout << fixed << double(TT::num)/TT::den
            << " milliseconds" << endl;
    }
    else {
        // print as seconds
        cout << fixed << double(P::num)/P::den << " seconds" << endl;
    }
    cout << "- is_steady: " << boolalpha << C::is_steady << endl;
}
```

We can call this function for the various clocks provided by the C++ standard library:

\(^{29}\) The `steady_clock` was initially proposed as `monotonic_clock`. 
The program might, for example, have the following output:

```
    system_clock:
    - precision: 0.000100 milliseconds
    - is_steady: false

    high_resolution_clock:
    - precision: 0.000100 milliseconds
    - is_steady: true

    steady_clock:
    - precision: 1.000000 milliseconds
    - is_steady: true
```

Here, for example, the system and the high-resolution clock have the same precision of 100 nanoseconds, whereas the steady clock uses milliseconds. You can also see that both the steady clock and high-resolution clock can’t be adjusted. Note, however, that this might be very different on other systems. For example, the high-resolution clock might be the same as the system clock.

The steady_clock is important to compare or compute the difference of two times in your program, where you processed the current point in time. For example, after

```
auto system_start = chrono::system_clock::now();
```

a condition to check whether the program runs more than one minute:

```
if (chrono::system_clock::now() > system_start + minutes(1))
```

might not work, because if the clock was adjusted in the meantime, the comparison might yield false, although the program did run more than a minute. Similarly, processing the elapsed time of a program:

```
auto diff = chrono::system_clock::now() - system_start;
auto sec = chrono::duration_cast<chrono::seconds>(diff);
cout << "this program runs: " << s.count() << " seconds" << endl;
```
might print a negative duration if the clock was adjusted in the meantime. For the same reason, using timers with other than the steady_clock might change their duration when the system clock gets adjusted (see Section 5.7.5, page 160, for details).

**Timepoints**

With any of these clocks — or even with user-defined clocks — you can deal with timepoints. Class time_point provides the corresponding interface, parametrized by a clock:

```cpp
namespace std {
    namespace chrono {
        template<typename Clock,
            typename Duration=typename Clock::duration>
        class time_point;
    }
}
```

Four specific timepoints play a special role:

1. The epoch, which the default constructor of class time_point yields for each clock.
2. The current time, which the static member function now() of each clock yields (see Section 5.7.3, page 149).
3. The minimum timepoint, which the static member function min() of class time_point yields for each clock.
4. The maximum timepoint, which the static member function max() of class time_point yields for each clock.

For example, the following program assigns these timepoints to tp and prints them converted into a calendar notation:

```cpp
// util/chrono1.cpp
#include <chrono>
#include <ctime>
#include <string>
#include <iostream>

std::string asString (const std::chrono::system_clock::time_point& tp) {
    // convert to system time:
    std::time_t t = std::chrono::system_clock::to_time_t(tp);
    std::string ts = std::ctime(&t); // convert to calendar time
    ts.resize(ts.size()-1); // skip trailing newline
    return ts;
}

int main()
{

// print the epoch of this system clock:
std::chrono::system_clock::time_point tp;
std::cout << "epoch: " << asString(tp) << std::endl;

// print current time:
tp = std::chrono::system_clock::now();
std::cout << "now: " << asString(tp) << std::endl;

// print minimum time of this system clock:
tp = std::chrono::system_clock::time_point::min();
std::cout << "min: " << asString(tp) << std::endl;

// print maximum time of this system clock:
tp = std::chrono::system_clock::time_point::max();
std::cout << "max: " << asString(tp) << std::endl;

After including <chrono>, we first declare a convenience function asString(), which converts a
timepoint of the system clock into the corresponding calendar time. With

    std::time_t t = std::chrono::system_clock::to_time_t(tp);

we use the static convenience function to_time_t(), which converts a timepoint into an object of
the traditional time type of C and POSIX, type time_t, which usually represents the number of
seconds since the UNIX epoch, January 1, 1970 (see Section 5.7.4, page 157). Then,

    std::string ts = std::ctime(&t);

uses ctime() to convert this into a calendar notation, for which

    ts.resize(ts.size()-1);

removes the trailing newline character.

Note that ctime() takes the local time zone into account, which has consequences we will dis-
cuss shortly. Note also that this convenience function probably will work only for system_clocks,
the only clocks that provide an interface for conversions to and from time_t. For other clocks, such
an interface might also work but is not portable, because the other clocks are not required to have
epoch of the system time as their internal epoch.

Note also that the output format for timepoints might better get localized by using the time_put
facet. See Section 16.4.3, page 884, for details, and page 886 for an example.

Inside main(), the type of tp, declared as

    std::chrono::system_clock::time_point

is equivalent to:30

    std::chrono::time_point< std::chrono::system_clock>

30 According to the standard, a system_clock::time_point could also be identical to
time_point<C2,system_clock::duration>, where C2 is a different clock but has the same epoch
as system_clock.
Thus, tp is declared as the timepoint of the system_clock. Having the clock as template argument ensures that only timepoint arithmetic with the same clock (epoch) is possible.

The program might have the following output:

epoch: Thu Jan  1 01:00:00 1970
now: Sun Jul 24 19:40:46 2011
min: Sat Mar 5 18:27:38 1904
max: Mon Oct 29 07:32:22 2035

Thus, the default constructor, which yields the epoch, creates a timepoint, which asString() converts into

Thu Jan  1 01:00:00 1970

Note that it’s 1 o’clock rather than midnight. This may look a bit surprising, but remember that the conversion to the calendar time with ctime() inside asString() takes the time zone into account. Thus, the UNIX epoch used here — which, again, is not always guaranteed to be the epoch of the system time — started at 00:00 in Greenwich, UK. In my time zone, Germany, it was 1 a.m. at that moment, so in my time zone the epoch started at 1 a.m. on January 1, 1970. Accordingly, if you start this program, your output is probably different, according to your time zone, even if your system uses the same epoch in its system clock.

To have the universal time (UTC) instead, you should use the following conversion rather than calling ctime(), which is a shortcut for asctime(localtime(...)) (see Section 5.7.4, page 157):

```
std::string ts = std::asctime(gmtime(&t));
```

In that case, the output of the program would be:

epoch: Thu Jan  1 00:00:00 1970
now: Sun Jul 24 17:40:46 2011
min: Sat Mar 5 17:27:38 1904
max: Mon Oct 29 06:32:22 2035

Yes, here, the difference is 2 hours for now(), because this timepoint is when summer time is used, which leads to a 2-hour difference to UTC in Germany.

In general, time_point objects have only one member, the duration, which is relative to the epoch of the associated clock. The timepoint value can be requested by time_since_epoch(). For timepoint arithmetic, any useful combination of a timepoint and another timepoint or duration is provided (see Table 5.24).

Although the interface uses class ratio (see Section 5.6, page 140), which ensures that overflows by the duration units yield a compile-time error, overflows on the duration values are possible. Consider the following example:

```
// util/chrono2.cpp
#include <chrono>
#include <ctime>
#include <iostream>
#include <string>
using namespace std;
```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Yields</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>timepoint ( t )</td>
<td>timepoint</td>
<td>Default constructor; creates a timepoint representing the epoch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timepoint ( t(tp2) )</td>
<td>timepoint</td>
<td>Creates a timepoint equivalent to ( tp2 ) (the duration unit might be finer grained)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timepoint ( t(d) )</td>
<td>timepoint</td>
<td>Creates a timepoint having duration ( d ) after the epoch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\text{time_point_cast(&lt;C,D&gt;}(tp)</td>
<td>timepoint</td>
<td>Converts ( tp ) into a timepoint with clock ( C ) and duration ( D ) (which might be more coarse grained)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( tp += d )</td>
<td>timepoint</td>
<td>Adds duration ( d ) to the current timepoint ( tp )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( tp -= d )</td>
<td>timepoint</td>
<td>Subtracts duration ( d ) from the current timepoint ( tp )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( tp + d )</td>
<td>timepoint</td>
<td>Returns a new timepoint of ( tp ) with duration ( d ) added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d + tp )</td>
<td>timepoint</td>
<td>Returns a new timepoint of ( tp ) with duration ( d ) added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( tp - d )</td>
<td>timepoint</td>
<td>Returns a new timepoint of ( tp ) with duration ( d ) subtracted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( tp1 - tp2 )</td>
<td>duration</td>
<td>Returns the duration between timepoints ( tp1 ) and ( tp2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( tp1 == tp2 )</td>
<td>bool</td>
<td>Returns whether timepoint ( tp1 ) is equal to timepoint ( tp2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( tp1 != tp2 )</td>
<td>bool</td>
<td>Returns whether timepoint ( tp1 ) differs from timepoint ( tp2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( tp1 &lt; tp2 )</td>
<td>bool</td>
<td>Returns whether timepoint ( tp1 ) is before timepoint ( tp2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( tp1 &lt;= tp2 )</td>
<td>bool</td>
<td>Returns whether timepoint ( tp1 ) is not after timepoint ( tp2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( tp1 &gt; tp2 )</td>
<td>bool</td>
<td>Returns whether timepoint ( tp1 ) is after timepoint ( tp2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( tp1 &gt;= tp2 )</td>
<td>bool</td>
<td>Returns whether timepoint ( tp1 ) is not before timepoint ( tp2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( tp\text{.time_since_epoch()} )</td>
<td>duration</td>
<td>Returns the duration between the epoch and timepoint ( tp )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\text{timepoint}::\text{min()}</td>
<td>timepoint</td>
<td>Returns the first possible timepoint of type ( \text{timepoint} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\text{timepoint}::\text{max()}</td>
<td>timepoint</td>
<td>Returns the last possible timepoint of type ( \text{timepoint} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.24. Operations of time_points
string asString (const chrono::system_clock::time_point& tp)
{
    time_t t = chrono::system_clock::to_time_t(tp);   // convert to system time
    string ts = ctime(&t);                            // convert to calendar time
    ts.resize(ts.size()-1);                          // skip trailing newline
    return ts;
}

int main()
{
    // define type for durations that represent day(s):
    typedef chrono::duration<int, ratio<3600*24>> Days;

    // process the epoch of this system clock
    chrono::time_point<chrono::system_clock> tp;
    cout << "epoch: " << asString(tp) << endl;

    // add one day, 23 hours, and 55 minutes
    tp += Days(1) + chrono::hours(23) + chrono::minutes(55);
    cout << "later: " << asString(tp) << endl;

    // process difference from epoch in minutes and days:
    auto diff = tp - chrono::system_clock::time_point();
    cout << "diff: " << asString(diff) << endl;
    Days days = chrono::duration_cast<Days>(diff);
    cout << "diff: " << days.count() << " day(s)" << endl;

    // subtract one year (hoping it is valid and not a leap year)
    tp -= chrono::hours(24*365);
    cout << "-1 year: " << asString(tp) << endl;

    // subtract 50 years (hoping it is valid and ignoring leap years)
    tp -= chrono::duration<int, ratio<3600*24*365>>(50);
    cout << "-50 years: " << asString(tp) << endl;

    // subtract 50 years (hoping it is valid and ignoring leap years)
    tp -= chrono::duration<int, ratio<3600*24*365>>(50);
    cout << "-50 years: " << asString(tp) << endl;
}
First, expressions, such as
\[
\text{tp} = \text{tp} + \text{Days}(1) + \text{chrono}::\text{hours}(23) + \text{chrono}::\text{minutes}(55);
\]
or
\[
\text{tp} -= \text{chrono}::\text{hours}(24*365);
\]
allow adjusting timepoints by using timepoint arithmetic.

Because the precision of the system clock usually is better than minutes and days, you have to explicitly cast the difference between two timepoints to become days:

\[
\text{auto \ diff = tp - chrono::system\_clock::time\_point();}
\]
\[
\text{Days days = chrono::duration\_cast<Days>(diff);}\]

Note, however, that these operation do not check whether a combination performs an overflow. On my system, the output of the program is as follows:

epoch: Thu Jan 1 01:00:00 1970
later: Sat Jan 3 00:55:00 1970
diff: 2875 minute(s)
diff: 1 day(s)
-1 year: Fri Jan 3 00:55:00 1969
-50 years: Thu Jan 16 00:55:00 1919
-50 years: Sat Mar 5 07:23:16 2005

You can see the following:

- The cast uses \text{static\_cast<>} for the destination unit, which for ordinary integral unit types means that values are truncated instead of rounded. For this reason, a duration of 47 hours and 55 minutes converts into 1 day.
- Subtracting 50 years of 365 days does not take leap years into account, so the resulting day is January 16 instead of January 3.
- When deducting another 50 years the timepoint goes below the minimum timepoint, which is March 5, 1904 on my system (see Section 5.7.3, page 152), so the result is the year 2005. No error processing is required by the C++ standard library in this case.

This demonstrates that \text{chrono} is a duration and a timepoint but not a date/time library. You can compute with durations and timepoints but still have to take epoch, minimum and maximum timepoints, leap years, and leap seconds into account.

### 5.7.4 Date and Time Functions by C and POSIX

The C++ standard library also provides the standard C and POSIX interfaces to deal with date and time. In \text{<ctime>}, the macros, types, and functions of \text{<time.h>} are available in namespace std. The types and functions are listed in Table 5.25. In addition, the macro \text{CLOCKS\_PER\_SEC} defines the unit type of \text{clock()} (which returns the elapsed CPU time in \( \frac{1}{\text{CLOCKS\_PER\_SEC}} \) seconds).

See Section 16.4.3, page 884, for some more details and examples using these time functions and types.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>clock_t</td>
<td>Type of numeric values of elapsed CPU time returned by clock()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time_t</td>
<td>Type of numeric values representing timepoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>struct tm</td>
<td>Type of “broken down” calendar time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clock()</td>
<td>Yields the elapsed CPU time in $\frac{1}{\text{CLOCKS}_s \text{PER_SEC}}$ seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time()</td>
<td>Yields the current time as numeric value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>difftime()</td>
<td>Yields the difference of two time_t in seconds as double</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>localtime()</td>
<td>Converts a time_t into a struct tm taking time zone into account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gmtime()</td>
<td>Converts a time_t into a struct tm not taking time zone into account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asctime()</td>
<td>Converts a struct tm into a standard calendar time string</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strftime()</td>
<td>Converts a struct tm into a user-defined calendar time string</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctime()</td>
<td>Converts a time_t into a standard calendar time string taking time zone into account (shortcut for asctime(localtime(t)))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mktime()</td>
<td>Converts a struct tm into a time_t and queries weekday and day of the year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.25. Definitions in <ctime>

Note that time_t usually is just the number of seconds since the UNIX epoch, which is January 1, 1970. However, according to the C and C++ standard, this is not guaranteed.

Conversions between Timepoints and Calendar Time

The convenience function to transfer a timepoint to a calendar time string was already discussed in Section 5.7.3, page 153. Here is a header file that also allows converting calendar times into timepoints:

```cpp
// util/timepoint.hpp
#include <chrono>
#include <ctime>
#include <string>

// convert timepoint of system clock to calendar time string
inline
std::string asString (const std::chrono::system_clock::time_point& tp) {
    // convert to system time:
    std::time_t t = std::chrono::system_clock::to_time_t(tp);
    std::string ts = ctime(&t);   // convert to calendar time
    ts.resize(ts.size()-1);       // skip trailing newline
    return ts;
}
```
# convert calendar time to timepoint of system clock

```cpp
inline
std::chrono::system_clock::time_point
makeTimePoint (int year, int mon, int day,
    int hour, int min, int sec=0)
{
    struct std::tm t;
    t.tm_sec = sec;         // second of minute (0 .. 59 and 60 for leap seconds)
    t.tm_min = min;         // minute of hour (0 .. 59)
    t.tm_hour = hour;       // hour of day (0 .. 23)
    t.tm_mday = day;        // day of month (0 .. 31)
    t.tm_mon = mon-1;       // month of year (0 .. 11)
    t.tm_year = year-1900;  // year since 1900
    t.tm_isdst = -1;        // determine whether daylight saving time
    std::time_t tt = std::mktime(&t);
    if (tt == -1) {
        throw "no valid system time";
    }
    return std::chrono::system_clock::from_time_t(tt);
}
```

The following program demonstrates these convenience functions:

```cpp
// util/timepoint1.cpp
#include <chrono>
#include <iostream>
#include "timepoint.hpp"

int main()
{
    auto tp1 = makeTimePoint(2010,01,01,00,00);
    std::cout << asString(tp1) << std::endl;

    auto tp2 = makeTimePoint(2011,05,23,13,44);
    std::cout << asString(tp2) << std::endl;
}
```

The program has the following output:

```
Fri Jan  1 00:00:00 2010
Mon May 23 13:44:00 2011
```

Note again that both `makeTimePoint()` and `asString()` take the local time zone into account. For this reason, the date passed to `makeTimePoint()` matches the output with `asString()`. Also, it doesn’t matter whether daylight saving time is used (passing a negative value to `t.tm_isdst` in
makeTimePoint() causes mktime() to attempt to determine whether daylight saving time is in effect for the specified time).

Again, to let asString() use the universal time UTC instead, use asctime(gmtime(...)) rather than ctime(...). For mktime(), there is no specified way to use UTC, so makeTimePoint() always takes the current time zone into account.

Section 16.4.3, page 884, demonstrates how to use locales to internationalize the reading and writing of time data.

## 5.7.5 Blocking with Timers

Durations and timepoints can be used to block threads or programs (i.e., the main thread). These blocks can be conditionless or can be used to specify a maximum duration when waiting for a lock, a condition variable, or another thread to end (see Chapter 18):

- sleep_for() and sleep_until() are provided by this_thread to block threads (see Section 18.3.7, page 981).
- try_lock_for() and try_lock_until() are provided to specify a maximum interval when waiting for a mutex (see Section 18.5.1, page 994).
- wait_for() and wait_until() are provided to specify a maximum interval when waiting for a condition variable or a future (see Section 18.1.1, page 953 or Section 18.6.4, page 1010).

All the blocking functions that end with ..._for() use a duration, whereas all functions that end with ..._until() use a timepoint as argument. For example,

```cpp
this_thread::sleep_for(chrono::seconds(10));
```
blocks the current thread, which might be the main thread, for 10 seconds, whereas

```cpp
this_thread::sleep_until(chrono::system_clock::now() + chrono::seconds(10));
```
blocks the current thread until the system clock has reached a timepoint 10 seconds later than now.

Although these calls look the same, they are not! For all ..._until() functions, where you pass a timepoint, time adjustments might have an effect. If, during the 10 seconds after calling sleep_until(), the system clock gets adjusted, the timeout will be adjusted accordingly. If, for example, we wind the system clock back 1 hour, the program will block for 60 minutes and 10 seconds. If, for example, we adjust the clock forward for more than 10 seconds, the timer will end immediately.

If you use a ..._for() function, such as sleep_for(), where you pass a duration, or if you use the steady_clock, adjustments of the system clock usually will have no effect on the duration of timers. However, on hardware where a steady clock is not available, and thus the platform gives no chance to count seconds independently of a possibly adjusted system time, time adjustments can also impact the ..._for() functions.

All these timers do not guarantee to be exact. For any timer, there will be a delay because the system only periodically checks for expired timers, and the handling of timers and interrupts takes some time. Thus, durations of timers will take their specified time plus a period that depends on the quality of implementation and the current situation.
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xsgetn()  840
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advance()  441
distance()  445
next()  443
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input_iterator_tag  466
input stream  772
buffer iterators  828
buffers  826
gcount()  769
get()  768
getline()  769
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iterator  212, 462
member functions  768
peek()  770
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for containers 411, 413, 416, 417
for deques 287
for lists 295
for maps and multimaps 340, 341
for multisets 327
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for sets and multisets 322, 323, 324
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for unordered containers 370, 371, 372, 382
for unordered sets 375
for unordered sets and multisets 377
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user-defined 471
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io_error 46
<iostream> 774, 882, 890
ios 750
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ios_base 748
see stream
ios_base::failure 41, 44, 45, 763
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<iostream> 752
iostream 751
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error category 50
<iostream> 752, 844
iostream_category() 50
<iostream.h> 41
iostream_withassign 751
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algorithm 571
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    see stream, input stream
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  equal() 830
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  end-of-stream 213, 462
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-> 191, 435
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for arrays 266
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for maps 337
for match results 720
for multismaps 337
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for regular expressions 726
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for streams 212, 460, 465
for strings 684
for unordered contained 368
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front_inserter 212, 455
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inserter 210, 212, 455
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iter_swap() 446
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mutable 435
next() 307, 443
output 198, 433
past-the-end 189
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random access 438
random-access 198
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main()  37
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  for packaged tasks  977
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  for shared_ptrs  78, 93
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make_tuple()
  for tuples  69, 70, 71
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dec  785
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delns  746, 774, 808
dfixed  788
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no_showpos  784
no_skipws  789
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crbegin() 337
crend() 337
destructor 333
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emplace() 340
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match_not_bol regex constant 733
match_not_bow regex constant 733
match_not_eol regex constant 733
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match_not_null regex constant 733
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match regular expressions 717
match_results
  for regular expressions 720
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